FRONTSHIELD

protect your buffet

new

2020

Mount the transparent acrylic glass to your VENTA table and
be protected from the corona virus by preventing the guests
from touching food and dishes. A service employee behind
the table arranges the guest‘s selection on a plate and serves
the plate through the service gantry. Every FRONTSHIELD can
be mounted with special clamps on the table base frame. The
SIDESHIELD will be mounted on an already installed FRONTSHIELD. The material of the clamps is stainless steel with
powder coating according to the color of the base frame. The
shield itself is made in transparent acrylic glass.
height: 70 cm
Item No.: 66043 - 66057

serving the plate through
the service gantry

FRONTSHIELD - prevents the guest from touching food and dishes.

FRONTSHIELD

protect your buffet

The buffet can be beautifully
and attractively decorated as
before.
The guests walk along the
buffet and choose their selection of food.
The service person arranges
the meal on a plate and passes it through the service gantry.

new

2020

item-number: 66043 - 66057

data sheet / FRONTSHIELD_70

protect your VENTA buffet with transparent acrylic shields
Mount the transparent acrylic glass to your VENTA table and be protected from the corona virus by preventing the guests from touching food and dishes. A service employee
behind the table arranges the guest‘s selection on a plate and serves the plate through
the service gantry. Every FRONTSHIELD can be mounted with special clamps on the table
base frame. The SIDESHIELD will be mounted on an already installed FRONTSHIELD. The
material of the clamps is stainless steel with powder coating according to the color of
the base frame. The shield itself is made in transparent acrylic glass.

Acrylic Glass

transparent / 5 mm

Clamp Color
Basic

100 | anthracite

polished edges
corner with radius = 10 mm

102 | brown

OPTION

101 | champagne

103 | gold

105 | white

CUSTOMIZED

104 | black

109 | platinum

IGP color range
color system Pearl
Mica Effect: Classic
effect shades with
long-term value
retention (58
numbers)

112 | bronze
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service gantry
opening (40 x 12 cm)

93,5 cm

total height = 164 cm

70 cm

40 cm

80 cm

FRONTSHIELD - prevents the guest from
touching food and dishes.

backside view
112 | bronze
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66043

66044

FRONTSHIELD_STAGE_L_70

FRONTSHIELD_STAGE_M_70

66045

66046

FRONTSHIELD_STAGE_S_164_70

FRONTSHIELD_STAGE_S_70

66047

FRONTSHIELD_STAGE_XS_70
date: 22/09/2018
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data sheet / FRONTSHIELD_70 ( SIDE OPTIONS)
66048

SIDESHIELD_STAGE_39_70
The picture shows the right
SIDESHIELD (view from the backside).
It is also possible to mount the metal
parts on the other side and create the
left SIDESHIELD.

item-number: 66043 - 66057

66057

SIDESHIELD_STAGE_48_70
The picture shows the right
SIDESHIELD (view from the backside).
It is also possible to mount the metal
parts on the other side and create the
left SIDESHIELD.

Both versions can only be mounted on an already installed
FRONTSHIELD.
Version to cover the half side of the
depth of 80 cm table.

date: 22/09/2018

Version to cover the complete depth of
50 cm table.
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66049

66050

FRONTSHIELD_APERTURE_
STAGE_L_70

FRONTSHIELD_APERTURE_
STAGE_M_70

66051

66052

FRONTSHIELD_APERTURE_
STAGE_S_164_70

FRONTSHIELD_APERTURE_
STAGE_S_70

66053

66055

FRONTSHIELD_SIDE_APERTURE_
STAGE_S_70

FRONTSHIELD_APERTURE_
STAGE_XS_70
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